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• This exam has 4 questions on 6 pages excluding the cover page, for a total of 100
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• Write the answer in the space below each question, unless otherwise stated in the
question. If you don’t have enough space you can use other parts of the exam sheet,
but make sure to indicate where.
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1. Consider an economy with I agents with utility functions (ui). An allocation is
denoted by (xi), where xi is the consumption bundle of agent i.

(a) (5 points) What does it mean that an allocation (yi) Pareto dominates the al-
location (xi)? You can explain in words (maximum 4 points) or write down the
precise mathematical definition.

Solution: (yi) Pareto dominates (xi) if

1. ui(yi) ≥ ui(xi) for all i, and

2. ui(yi) > ui(xi) for some i.

That is, an allocation Pareto dominates another if the everybody weakly
prefers the former and somebody strictly prefers the former.

(b) (5 points) Let the initial endowment be (ei). What does it mean that the allo-
cation (xi) is Pareto efficient? You can explain in words (maximum 4 points) or
write down the precise mathematical definition.

Solution: (xi) is Pareto efficient if

1. (xi) is feasible, so
∑I

i=1 xi ≤
∑I

i=1 ei, and

2. there are no other feasible allocation (yi) that Pareto dominate (xi).

That is, an allocation is Pareto efficient if it is impossible to make somebody
better off without making somebody worse off.

(c) (5 points) What does the first welfare theorem say? You can explain in words.

Solution: The first welfare theorem says that the competitive equilibrium
allocation is Pareto efficient, provided that utility functions are locally non-
satiated. (1 point for referring to the equilibrium allocation, 3 points for
saying Pareto efficient, and 1 point for mentioning local non-satiation.)

(d) (10 points) How are the assumptions of the first and second welfare theorems
different? You can explain in words.

Solution: For the first welfare theorem, the only assumption is local non-
satiation (2 points). For the second welfare theorem, we assume that utility
functions are continuous, quasi-concave, locally non-satiated, and that the
allocation (xi) is interior—that is, xi � 0 for all i (2 points for each of these
four assumptions).

2. Consider an economy with two countries, i = A,B, and three consumption goods,
l = 1, 2, 3. Both countries have labor endowment eA = eB = 6. The utility functions



are

uA(x1, x2, x3) =
1

2
log x1 +

1

4
log x2 +

1

4
log x3,

uB(x1, x2, x3) =
1

3
log x1 +

1

3
log x2 +

1

3
log x3.

Each country can produce the consumption goods from labor using the linear tech-
nology y = aile, where e is labor input, y is output of good l, and ail > 0 is the
productivity. Assume that productivities are

(aA1, aA2, aA3) = (4, 2, 2),

(aB1, aB2, aB3) = (1, 1, 2).

(a) (5 points) What is the definition of comparative advantage of country A over
B? Compute the comparative advantage for each industry.

Solution: The comparative advantage is the ratio of productivities aAl/aBl

(2 points). Therefore they are(
aA1

aB1

,
aA2

aB2

,
aA3

aB3

)
= (4, 2, 1).

(2 points for numerical values.)

(b) (5 points) Given the price p = (p1, p2, p3) and the wage wA of country A, com-
pute the demand of country A.

Solution: The income of country A is wA × eA = 6wA. Since the utility
function is Cobb-Douglas, the demand is

(xA1, xA2, xA3) =

(
6wA

2p1
,
6wA

4p2
,
6wA

4p3

)
.

(c) (5 points) Assuming that both countries produce good 2 in free trade and setting
p2 = 1, compute p1, p3, wA, wB.

Solution: If country i produces good l, by profit maximization (zero profit)
it must be plail = wi. Setting p2 = 1, we get wA = aA2 = 2, wB = aB2 = 1,
p1 = wA/aA1 = 2/4 = 1/2, and p3 = wB/aB3 = 1/2. (1 point for each of
p1, p3, wA, wB.)

(d) (5 points) Compute the free trade equilibrium consumption in each country.
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Solution: Substituting the prices into the above formula, we get

(xA1, xA2, xA3) =

(
6× 2

2(1/2)
,
6× 2

4
,

6× 2

4(1/2)

)
= (12, 3, 6).

Similarly, the consumption of country B is

(xB1, xB2, xB3) =

(
6

3(1/2)
,
6

3
,

6

3(1/2)

)
= (4, 2, 4).

(e) (5 points) Compute the labor allocation across each industry for each country.

Solution: In order to produce

xA1 + xB1 = 12 + 4 = 16

units of good 1, country A has to hire labor

eA1 = 16/4 = 4.

Therefore eA2 = 2 and eA3 = 0.

In order to produce
xA3 + xB3 = 6 + 4 = 10

units of good 3, country B has to hire labor

eB3 = 10/2 = 5.

Therefore eB2 = 1 and eB1 = 0.

Then the world output of good 2 is

2× 2 + 1× 1 = 5 = xA2 + xB2,

so the markets clear.

3. Consider a world with L goods indexed by l = 1, . . . , L. Let p = (p1, . . . , pL) be
the vector of world prices. Suppose that a small country (hence it does not affect
world price p) has I citizens indexed by i = 1, . . . , I, and let ui(x) be the (locally
nonsatiated) utility function of agent i and ei be the initial endowment.

(a) (10 points) Suppose that the government is adopting some trade policy (tariff,
quotas, etc.), and the equilibrium allocation is (xi). If the government is neither
running a trade surplus nor a deficit, show that it must be

I∑
i=1

p · (ei − xi) = 0.
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Solution: The value of domestic consumption and endowment (GDP) eval-
uated at the world price are

∑I
i=1 p · xi and

∑I
i=1 p · ei, respectively. Since

the government runs a balanced budget, they must be equal. Therefore

I∑
i=1

p · xi =
I∑

i=1

p · ei ⇐⇒
I∑

i=1

p · (ei − xi) = 0.

(b) (10 points) Find a trade policy that weakly Pareto improves the initial trade
policy. Explain why your policy is weakly Pareto improving.

Solution: Make transfers such that the initial equilibrium allocation is just
affordable under free trade, so let

p · xi = p · ei − ti ⇐⇒ ti = p · (ei − xi).

By the previous question, we have
∑I

i=1 ti = 0, so the government budget

balances. Since xi is affordable, the resulting free trade allocation (xf
i ) weakly

Pareto dominates the initial equilibrium allocation (xi).

(c) (5 points) Currently Japan imposes a tariff of 400 Yen per kilogram on rice
import (which is essentially the domestic rice price, so even if you import rice
for free you will lose money) in order to protect the domestic rice producers.
If you are an economist advising the Japanese government, what would you
recommend to do, given the result of the previous question? (There is no “right”
answer to this question since I am not giving all the details. Try to answer the
best you can.)

Solution: First, abolish the tariff completely. To compensate for the income
loss of the rice producers, impose an appropriate income tax to all citizens
and transfer the tax revenue to the rice producers.

4. Consider an economy with two countries, i = A,B, and two physical goods, l = 1, 2.
The endowment is eA = (10, 1) and eB = (1, 10). The utility function is

u(x1, x2) =
1

2
log x1 +

1

2
log x2

for all agents. Suppose that there are transportation costs, and 50% of the exported
goods perish by the time they reach the destination.

(a) (5 points) How many kinds of goods are there in the world? Answer the number
and explain the reason.
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Solution: 4, because there are two physical goods in two locations. (2 points
for the answer, 3 point for the reason.)

(b) (5 points) Explain why a model of international trade with transportation costs
can be regarded as a standard Arrow-Debreu model.

Solution: With transportation costs, goods must be distinguished by loca-
tion as well as physical properties. Since transportation is a kind of technol-
ogy that transforms a good in one country to some other goods in another
country (with potentially many inputs such as fuel used for shipping, the
labor service of a captain who operates the airplane or boat, etc.), a model
of international trade with transportation costs can be interpreted as a stan-
dard general equilibrium model with production.

(c) (5 points) Assuming that country A imports good 2, what is its price? (Set the
price of good 1 equal to 1.)

Solution: Relabel the goods by l = 1, 2, 3, 4, where good 1 is physical good
1 in country A, good 2 is physical good 2 in country A, and so on. Let
(p1, p2, p3, p4) be the price. By symmetry, the equilibrium price must satisfy
p1 = p4 = 1 and p2 = p3. If country B exports e units of good 4, it becomes
0.5e units of good 2. By doing so, the profit is (0.5p2 − p4)e. By profit
maximization, we get

(0.5p2 − p4)e = 0 ⇐⇒ p2 = 2p4 = 2.

(d) (10 points) Compute the free trade equilibrium. Make sure to compute all
prices, consumption, and import/exports in each country.

Solution: By the Cobb-Douglas formula, the demand of country A,B is(
10p1 + p2

2p1
,
10p1 + p2

2p2
, 0, 0

)
= (6, 3, 0, 0),(

0, 0,
p3 + 10p4

2p3
,
p3 + 10p4

2p4

)
= (0, 0, 3, 6).

Therefore the net import is yA = (−4, 2) for country A and yB = (2,−4) for
country B.
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